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ABSTRACT
Optimization of Parameters to Obtain
Desired Size Nanocluster
by
Rani Krishna
Dr Biswajit Das, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Nanoclusters, owing to their unusual chemical and physical properties, are much sought
after in optoelectronics, electromagnetic sensors, and in many biological applications.
Synthesizing of uniform cluster size, however, is not easy in many cluster source
generators.
This thesis proposes a methodology of parameter variation to optimize the desired size
cluster so as to obtain uniform and narrow cluster distribution in a typical plasma gas
condensation type cluster source. Theoretical modeling of parameters affecting the
cluster growth is analyzed for silicon, copper, and cadmium sulphide, and it is
experimentally verified by determining distribution of cluster sizes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Nanoclusters, owing to their unusual chemical and physical properties compared to bulk
material, are much sought after in optoelectronic devices, electromagnetic sensors, and
many biological applications. Today nanoclusters are synthesized using a number of
different methods, out of which plasma-gas-condensation (PGC) type cluster source,
which is a combination of inert gas condensation technique and sputtering vaporization,
is the most reproducible. Various experimental studies and theoretical models attempted
to explain the cluster growth characteristic inside the aggregation chamber of a common
PGC/CVD (chemical vapor deposition), but they have all been ambiguous up till recently
and consequently, the cluster-size optimization has not been performed to its potential.
The objective of this thesis is to understand the dependence of cluster size distribution on
deposition parameters so as to control the peak cluster size distribution for a certain
cluster size. The clusters are next passed through a quadrupole mass filter for size
selection. The objective of the optimization process is to maximize the deposition rate for
a selected cluster size.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. For theoretical simulation of cluster growth
in the aggregation length of CVD, equation (2.8) obtained from [1] was used. The
equation describes the growth process via atomic vapor condensation and cluster-cluster
collision. Unlike previous nanocluster growth modeling equations, this presents a direct

1
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correlation of parameter variation with cluster growth. Therefore, by optimizing the
parameters, cluster of desired size can be obtained.
To prove the theoretical hypothesis experimentally, a semiconductor (Silicon, Si), a metal
(Copper, Cu), and a compound (Cadmium sulphide, CdS) are used. Parameters like
pressure, mass flow rate, aggregation length in the chamber are varied, and the effect on
cluster growth is analyzed and compared with the theoretical calculation performed from
[ 1].
Finally, the probability distribution of the nanocluster size with number of clusters at
specific parameter values (obtained from theoretical calculation) is utilized to narrow the
size distribution. By counting the size distribution obtained experimentally and matching
it with theoretical assumptions, we can prove that desired size nanoclusters can be
obtained from the optimized parameters.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The chapter begins with a brief explanation on the theory of sputtering and inert gas
condensation technique, which combine to form the plasma gas condensation type cluster
source. It then illustrates different experimental and theoretical studies done in the past
that explain cluster growth in the PGC/CVD via homogeneous nucléation and
coagulation theory and the parameters inducing clusters to nucleate. It also illustrates
previous modeling work performed on parameter optimization to obtain the narrower size
distribution. Finally future works to be performed on parameter optimization for desired
size cluster are discussed.

2.2

Theory of sputtering

H. Haberland et al, 1992 [2] illustrated that when ions of inert gases like argon (pressure
50-130Pa) are used to target metal or semiconductor surfaces with high kinetic energy
(lOKeV), the collision of argon ions on the metal surface evaporates or ejects the metal
atom. The energetic atoms sputtered from the target are cooled by helium gas leading to
the nucléation of a smaller cluster, followed by the growth of the cluster. The whole
process is carried out in a high vacuum chamber (10"® Torr -10"'^ Torr) with high bias
voltage (200V).

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

[2] demonstrated that the cluster growth in the gas aggregation source is determined on
the variation of metal (molybednum) and rare-gas pressure, and the most important
variable determining cluster growth is the residence time in the aggregation zone.

- High negative pehentiol

N

Tb pumps

Figure 1 Schematic of DC sputter deposition system [27]

2.3

Review on cluster growth

F. Abraham, 1974 [3] discussed homogeneous nucléation process, illustrated in Figure 2.
In the preliminary phase of cluster nucléation in the aggregation chamber, the cluster, due
to its small surface area, is unable to release latent heat of condensation, AEn,, to conserve
energy and momentum of the system. Cluster formation is initiated through three body
collisions till the cluster is large enough i.e., consists of 7 atoms (M. Kappes and S.
Leutwyler, 1988 [4]), to transfer AEm to the system. The three body collisions occur
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between the two sputtered atoms and a cooling He atom, which removes the excess
kinetic energy from the sputtered atom.

ClusbMng
Small
species

^

©
" 'T o
G ^
O O
^
° m ^ o
Nucléation
^
/

t/

o °

J

^

%

Transp

©
Coagulation

Figure 2 Schematic of cluster growth due to nucléation and coagulation

W. Knauer, 1987 [5], analyzed the cluster generation by homogenous and heterogeneous
nucléation during vapor passage and on the surfaces respectively in a vapor ejection
nozzle. Homogeneous theory, proved by F. F. Abraham, 1974 [3], describes how an
increase of pressure (10^-10"^ Torr) relatively increases the cluster size, by a maximum
size in their case of 1000 atoms. The growth of embryos or groups of atoms into larger
clusters occurs by two body collision processes. The equation describing growth of a
cluster is given by:
di
di
— = vz— =
dt
dz

7t

,2
o
(rc + ra) -n-vth-p
(2.1)

where ‘i ’ is the number of atoms per cluster, ‘ra’ and ‘rc’ are the radii of atoms and
clusters, ‘vz’ is the drift velocity of the material, which is estimated from the flow rate.
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‘n ’ is the vapor density, ‘yS’ is the growth-retarding factor and ‘vth’ is the mean thermal
velocity of the two masses (ma and me), given by:
1

A2
8 Kb T

vth =

V 7t -m y

( 2 .2)

Here, m = me ma / (me + ma), Kb (Boltzmann constant) =1.38x10'^^ m^ Kg s'^ K *and T is
temperature in Kelvin. With approximations,
rc 4- ra = rc = (3/4;r)'^ i'^.av

(2.3)

The equation then is given by:
2

di

A

f( 3

= 71

dz

1

(3 n i^ av^
M

v,4 tt

(2.4)

where ‘av’ = 2ra (interatomic distance), and Mach number, ‘M ’ = vz/vs = vz [ y (KbT /
ma)]'"^.
Integrating equation (2.4), results in:
1

.3

. 3 ,

1 = lo

+

4- tt

V 3 V

•av
271 -y y

(3 n
M

dz
(2.5)

where ‘ io’ is the size of critical embryo. By numerical evaluation of the equation, the
cluster growth curve can be obtained.
J. M. Soler and N. Garcia, 1982 [6], proposed growth process of nanoclusters through
cluster-cluster collision process. Kinetic equation for the collision process is given by:
dnk
dt

1

=

^2
i+j = k

(Cij-ni nj) -

(Cik-ni-nk)
i
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(2 .6)

2

With,

Cij = Tt (ri+ rj)^

^8 Kb TV
V 7t -m y

(2.7)

Here, 'n^’ is the number of k-size cluster per unit volume and the coefficient ‘Ci,j’ is a
product of the collision cross section by the mean speed between i and j size cluster, ri =
rp^^^is the radius of the i-size cluster and m is the reduced mass of the i-size and j-size
cluster. The above equations were derived on CO2 cluster.
A.Hosseini-Tehrani et al, 1999 [7], illustrated modeling of large cluster synthesis; it was
based on the previous modeling work done by Yang and Lu, 1985 [8], and T. Takagi,
1988 [9], which used classical nucléation and growth equation with initial condition of
critical radius embryo to model cluster formation. Temperature and pressure as a function
of expanding distance used in the modeling is obtained by assuming Mach number.
R. Morel, et al, 2002 [10], illustrated experimentally, by varying the length of
aggregation growth region and parameter variation, the narrower size distribution of
cluster-size for cobalt. They observed that cluster size primarily depends on decreasing
the partial pressure of argon and length of the aggregation chamber. Helium had less
effect on the size and shape of cluster.

For smaller-sized cluster (2nm) the size

distribution is very narrow and is log-normal, with full width half maximum (FWHM) of
0.65 nm. By increasing the aggregation length the cluster size should increase, however
the cluster size is intermediate and the size distribution is very peaked.
Takehiko Hihara and Kenji Sumiyama, 1998 [1], is the most recent work done on
theoretical modeling of cluster growth in plasma gas condensation type cluster source,
describing parameter inducing the cluster growth. They illustrated a growth rate equation
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for nickel cluster by adding only atoms, based on atomic vapor condensation process,
given by:
di
—

=

(ft

di
vz—
tfz

/

=

\

CT-vth -no-il - rj)
(2. 8)

where ‘i’is the cluster size, ‘vz’ is the drift velocity of the material, which is estimated
from the flow rate, no is the vapor density, ‘a a,i’ is collision cross section between the
vapor atom (ma) and the reduced mass of the i-size cluster (m;) and ‘vth’ is the mean
velocity of these two masses, given by equation (2), Here,
m = mi ma / (mi + m j

(2.9)

and, T = temperature in Kelvin, ‘q ’ is the reevaporation to condensation rate factor, given
by:
(j)r

Pe

^ 2 -r -V a - 9 ^
a

T m

(2 . 10)

where (px = Reevaporation rate, 0c = Condensation rate, Pe and Pv are the equilibrium
vapor pressure of the plane surface and of the cluster with radius ‘ra’. ‘F ’ is the surface
tension on the cluster. 9 = (io

- i^^)/ io

i'^^, where io is the initial cluster size = 7 +A,

7 for the embryo size obtained by Monte Carlo simulation [5], ‘A’ is the fluctuation value
of the initial cluster size.
The growth rate equation describes the cluster formation by addition of one atom at a
time for Ni cluster. The basic assumption taken by [1] is that cluster nucleus does not
consume the vaporized metal atom for their growth, hence the density of cluster nucleus
is small and it does not decrease with increasing cluster size. Secondly, the latent heat is
transferred by collision with highly dense inert gas atoms and not adiabatically. By
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numerically solving the growth rate equation and by experimentally varying the
parameters, [1] controlled the size of the cluster for Nickel. The second process of
cluster-cluster collision described by J. M. Soler and N. Gracia et al, 1982 [6],
experimentally could not be justified for cluster growth process in the plasma gas
condensation chamber.
C. G. Granqvist and R. A. Buhrman, 1976 [11] illustrated experimentally that in inert-gas
evaporation process of producing smaller-sized (3-6 nm) nanoclusters of Cr, Ni, Fe, Co
and Ga, the size distribution is log-normal, while for larger ones the size distribution
deviates to Gaussian. The log-normal probability distribution is given by;

tN (x ) =

j

exp

(in x - Inp)"
2

2 In c
( z r t) Im

(2.11)

Where, 1ln(x) denotes the (normalized) log-normal distribution function and x is the
particle diameter. The parameters ‘p ’ and ‘cr’ denote the statistical median and the
geometric standard deviation. R. Espiau de Lamaestre and H. Bemas, 2006 [12], also
illustrated the size distribution of metallic and semiconductor nanoclusters with limiting
shape being lognormal. They also demonstrated that size distribution can be narrowed by
controlling the nucléation and growth process.
S. Pratontep, S.J Carroll, 2005 [13] have performed the most recent experimental study
on understanding the effect of parameters on the shape of nanoclusters from inert gas
condensation technique and magnetron plasma sputtering. At operating conditions given
in Table 1, they obtained maximum cluster sizes.
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Table 1 Typical operating conditions and cluster sizes for different types of sputter target
Material

Approximate

Ar pressure

Total pressure

R f power

Aggregation

maximum

(mbar)

(mbar)

(W)

distance

Size (atoms per

(cm)

cluster)
Ag

z^SOOO

0.3-0.5

0.5-1.2

30-70

18-23

Cu

-60,000

0.3-0.5

0.5-1.2

30-70

18-23

Au

-1 0 0

0.3-0.5

0.5-1.2

30-70

-2 0

Si

^0

0.3-0.5

1.0-2.0

80-150

14-17

Findings of the study were that, Ar and He gas pressure had the most significant effect on
cluster production and cluster dimensions, which was observed using mass spectrum
analysis. Similar but lesser effect was observed by varying gas flow rate and aggregation
distance.

10
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CHAPTER 3

WORKING OF CLUSTER DEPOSITION APPARATUS
3.1 Introduction
Nanoscale clusters with sizes l-5nm can be deposited with varied cluster deposition
systems. This chapter discusses the working of the plasma-gas condensation (PGC)
apparatus that was used for the study of cluster formation and DC magnetron cluster
source NC200U which was used for experimental purposes.

3.2 Theoretical source
Figure 3 shows the schematic view of the source [1]. It consists of three components: a
sputtering chamber with a growth region, a differential pumping chamber and a
deposition chamber. The growth region is cooled using chilled water. The sputtering
source is a combination of a hollow cathode discharge mode with a magnetron mode. Ar
at gas pressure. P m , of 70-360Pa and flow rate, V m = 1.7x 10'^ -2.0x10'^ m^/s, is injected
into the sputtering chamber, in front of the sputtering target from a gas inlet, adjusted by
mass flow controller.
Cluster nucleates and grows up in the space between the target T a, and the nozzle, N]
(the growth region). Moving the sputtering source back and forth can vary the length
between the T a and N%, E g- The cluster beam is effectively evacuated by a mechanical
booster pump (MBP) through a nozzle, N% of 5 mm diameter and exhausting speed of

11
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1200 m^/h. Cluster beam is sent further using three skimmers, N%, N3, and N4, with
diameters 5mm each by differential pumping, and then deposited onto a substrate fixed
on the sample holder in a deposition chamber with background pressure of 4x 10'^ Pa and
operation pressure at 2 x 10'^ Pa, obtained by three turbomolecular pumps (TMP). The
substrate temperature is maintained at 300 K during deposition.

Mass Row
Controller
CM2

Thickness
: Monitor

-b.
Cooling Water

TMP
3* I/*
Sputtering Source and
Cluster Growth Region

MBP
TMP
TMP I
1200m/h 1500 1/s 500 l/s|

TMP
700 I/s

' Differential Pumping '
Chamber

Depwation Chamber

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of plasma-gas-condensation (PGC) type cluster deposition
apparatus. C M l, CM2: capacitance manometer. TMP: turbomolecular pump. MBP:
mechanical booster pump. TA: sputtering target.

3.3

Experimental source

The cluster source used for the experiment is an Oxford Applied Research NC200U
nanocluster source, which is capable of producing beams of well defined nanocrystal line
particles using the gas condensation method. The material is sputtered (DC magnetron

12
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source) into a water cooled, high pressure aggregation/ drift region. The clusters form in
this region and are then channeled though apertures into the user’s system. The source is
fully UHV compatible. It is efficiently water-cooled, has the provision for 3 aggregation
gases, and also includes a differential pumping T-piece.
To obtain the desired size cluster, separation between the magnetron and the aperture can
be adjusted using linear motion-drive, allowing the residence time of the cluster in the
aggregation region to be varied. The size can also be varied by changing the rate of rare
gas flow and the aperture sizes.
In terms of the cluster size range the magnetron-based source has the advantage over all
other types of cluster source as it is the most flexible. For a large number of materials the
source is capable of producing clusters consisting of a few tens of atoms up to particles
with diameters of around lOnm. Due to the nature of the gas aggregation technique,
narrow size distributions can be achieved.

13
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Figure 4 Schematic of Nanocluster deposition source model NC200U

NANODEP-60 consists of the cluster source NC200U and filter QMF (Quadrupole Mass
Filter), which can be incorporated to optimize the distribution and to augment the beam
by refocusing it toward the sample. For the purpose of study, QMF is turned off.

14
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CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY
4.1 Introduction
In order to maximize the number of desired sized clusters, operating conditions like
pressure, temperature, flow rate of inert gases, aggregation length of PGC (Plasma Gas
Condensation) chamber are optimized. In this chapter, the methodology adopted to
generate a universal equation for cluster-growth in aggregation chamber for silicon,
copper and cadmium sulfide nanoclusters is discussed, and the parameters to be
optimized for obtaining smaller-sized clusters are analyzed. Finally, the experimental
setup to obtain desired size clusters for silicon, copper and cadmium sulfide is discussed.

4.2 Data collection
Growth rate equation, proposed by T. Hihara and K. Sumiyama in 1998 [1] for Nickel, is
universal for any element since it defines cluster growth by addition of a single atom.
Normalizing equation (2.8) by the initial pressure ratio of the io-size cluster to vaporized
metal atom gives:

di

71 ra i no

Kb T

dz

vz

V 71 -ma J V

1 - exp

^2 r v a -e ^
V Kb-T-ra

JJ
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(4 i)

Above equation is numerically solved. By setting initial cluster size io’, [1] obtained a
plot between traveling length, z, and the cluster size, i. It was assumed that the growth
rate equation can only be used if the cluster-growth occurs from an initial cluster size of
io’ rather then embryo size, such that io’ = io +A, where 0< A < 1. Since the embryo
cannot grow further, with the initial condition of i = io, 0r = (pc, causes t] to he 1, making
the differential equation unstable.
To obtain silicon, copper and cadmium sulfide nanoclusters, similar assumptions are
observed, and the universal growth rate equation for nickel is modified for our cases,
changing atomic values accordingly. But initially, to prove that the plot for nickel can be
recreated from the equation it is reproduced with their values [1].
4.2.1 Recreation of cluster size, i, vs traveling length, z, plot for Ni.
To recreate the plot for cluster-size vs traveling length, differential equation (4.2) is
modified; it is first numerically solved with substitution, given by:
2

di _ TC ra i

dz

vz

1

no

Kb T

1 - exp

V rr-ma J

V

2 r Va G
y Kb T ra yy

K] = 7Tra ^ no. (8 Kb T / tt ma)
vz

(4 2)

(4.3)

Where, radius of nickel atom, ra =1.24Angstrom, atomic weight of nickel atom, ma = 9.7
X

10'^"^ kg, T = BOOK and vapor density with following values: no = 5.3 X lO'*, 6.4 x

lO'^,

8 X

10^^, at A = 10 '°, drift velocity vz of the gas and cluster in growth region is

given by:
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vz = m* Kb T
m Ag P
Where, Ag = 1.4 x 10'^ m

= 0.4 mJs

(4.4)

cross section of the growth region. P = 130 Pa, is the pressure

in the growth region, m*, mass flow rate = 1.9 x ICl^ mol/s for argon and 6.9 x 10 ^ mol/s
for helium obtained from the standard gas dynamic equation by [1] and m =1.80 x ICl^^
kg.

Kz = 2 r V a
Kb T r a

(4.5)

Where, surface tension, F =1.7 N/m and atomic volume of nickel atom. Va = 1.09 x 10 ^^
m^/Kmol.
Integrating both sides, the equation (4.1) becomes:
rz

i=Kl

2

i"!,! - exp '^ ) dz

(4.6)

The above equation describes the cluster formation at specific aggregation length, owing
to addition of atom to the cluster in left side, with all different parameters inducing the
cluster growth in right hand side of the equation.
Since the cluster size at specific length is not provided by [1], and the equation contains
cluster size, i, in both sides, solving becomes difficult, unless, we assume a certain cluster
size, such that R.H.S value is converged to match with the L.H.S, for given set of
parameter values.
Setting z =.06m, converging the cluster size, such that i in R.H.S = i in L.H.S, we obtain
a value for the cluster size, using aforementioned parameters.
To obtain plot of i vs z, value of i is varied with different values of z in the equation (4.6).
Plot of cluster size (i) with respect to traveling length (z) obtained by T. Hihara and K.
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Sumiyama in 1998 [1] and the plot of i vs z, obtained from the recreated equation (4.6) is
shown in Figure 5. Cluster size i is the diameter of the bigger cluster formed by addition
of number of atoms through nucléation process. All the plots are expressed with respect
to the number of atoms in the cluster.

Ni cluster size vs traveling length
r-

Ni cluster size vs traveling
length from paper [1]
1)
Ù S)
N
O

•Ni cluster size vs traveling
length from recreated
equation

J

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

Traveling length z (m)

Figure 5 Plot obtained from the recreated equation and the plot from the paper by [1]

4.2.2

Parameter values for theoretical calculation of silicon nanocluster growth

Silicon is the second most abundant element on earth. Its applicability is enormous in the
field of nanoelectronics. For theoretical calculation of silicon nanocluster growth, in the
equation (4.2), cluster of silicon is assumed in place of nickel and hence atomic value of
silicon is substituted, and the parameter values (m*, z, p) are varied to obtain the desired
cluster size. The values used in (4.2) are given by:

18
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Table 2

Parameter values for silicon 1141, [151

ra, radius of
atom,
angstrom

ma,
atomic
mass

Va, atomic
volume

M*,
mass
flow rate

r , surface

l.lOAngstro
m

4.66E-

2E29mVkmol

1.19E-6

0.85 N/m

26Kg

tension

mVs

P,
pressure
in
chamber
lE3mbarlE-5mbar

Ar gas
Pressure
P
100130Pa

70SCCM

The plot of traveling length z, vs cluster size i, for silicon is obtained with different vapor
density, illustrated in Figure 6.

Si cluster size vs travelling length at different vapor density and m*
= 1.19E -6m V P =130Pa

1
*
a
'S

— Clustersize vs travelling
length for no= 5.3E18
— Cluster size vs travelling
length for no-6.4E18
-*— Cluster size vs travelling
length for no=8E l 8
Cluster size vs travelling
length for no=1. 6E19

100000000
10000000
1000000
100000
10000
1000
100
10
1

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Traveling length z, m

Figure 6 Silicon cluster size vs traveling length at different vapor density and P =130Pa,
mass flow rate, m* - 1.19E-6 m^/s.

We can observe from the curve in Fig. 6 , that at z = 0.09m, no =5.3E18, the cluster size is
log (2129) = 3.32nm, the Y-axis being in logarithmic scale.

The parameters for this
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cluster size are, pressure = 0.55mbar, mass flow rate = 1.9E-6 m /sec. Size of the clusters
is calculated assuming that the atoms combine to form energetically active discrete
cluster sizes and crystalline orders of primary particle are preserved in agglomeration.
Since the bulk lattice structure of silicon is diamond, they form highly symmetric
pentagonal-decahedral and truncated octahedral shapes from [16].
4.2.3

Parameter values for theoretical calculation of copper nanocluster

Copper nanocluster simulation is also obtained by substituting atomic values of copper,
and varying parameters (m*, p, z) to obtain the desired cluster size. The values used for
copper simulation are;

Table 3

Parameter values for copper [14], [171

ra, radius of ma,
atom,
atomic
mass
angstrom

Va, atomic
volume

m*, mass
flow rate

r , surface
tension

1.28Angstrom

1.17E29mVkmol

1.16E-6
mVs

1.5 N/m

1.05E25Kg

P,
pressure
in
chamber
lEBmbarlE-5mbar

Ar gas
Pressure,
P
100130Pa

or 70SCCM

The following plot is obtained by varying the traveling length and keeping other
parameters constant. We observe with increasing

aggregation length Cu cluster size

varies directly proportional.
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Cu cluster size vs traveling length for Vz = 0.4nVs

13
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■Cu cluster size vs
travelling length for no
=5.3E18
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o
o
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100

Cu cluster size vs
traveling length for no
=6.4E18

10
1

0.5

1

1.5

2

■Cu cluster size vs
traveling length for no
8.0E18

Traveling length z (m)

Figure 7 Plot of copper cluster vs traveling length for different vapor density and keeping
drift velocity parameters constant at P = 130 Pa, mass flow rate m* = 1.16E-6 m^3/s.

4.2.4

Parameter values for theoretical calculation of cadmium sulphide nanocluster

Cadmium sulphide is a III-VI semiconductor used primarily in light detection (IR, visible
as well as longer wavelength UV) applications (photoresistors); also used in IR optics.
The lattice structure of CdS is wurzite (Hexagonal close packed, HCP).

Figure 8 Schematic of CdS as wurzite structure and (R-S) rock-salt structure after
pressure [19].
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With ionic radii given by [20]:
Rea = radius of cataion, 0.97 Angstrom
Ra= radius of anion, 1.84 Angstrom

An = correction of coordination number, +0.19
(4 7)

Rea + Ra+Ar = 0.97+ 1.84

= 2.81 Angstrom

Table 4

Parameter values for cadmium sulphide [14], [21]

ra, radius of ma,
atomic
atom,
mass
angstrom

Va, atomic
volume

m*, mass
flow rate

F, surface
tension

1.86E25Kg

4.83E29m^/kmol

1.16E-6
m^/s

3.4mN/m

2.81 Angstrom

or
70SCCM

4.3

P>
pressure
in
chamber
lE 3mbarlE 5mbar

Ar gas
Pressure,
P
100130Pa

Treatment of Experimental data

To observe the effect induced by the parameters on nanocluster growth of silicon, copper
and cadmium sulphide, targets of these materials are incorporated in the cluster source
NC200U, which is sputtered into nanoclusters in the aggregation length, due to the
variation of parameters. Finally the nanoclusters are deposited on the treated Si wafer.
4.3.1 Treatment of Silicon nanocluster
To deposit silicon nanocluster on silicon wafer, first the silicon wafer is treated with
alumina, and then it is placed in the NanoDeposition system without the filter QMF. On
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the cluster source NC200U, silicon target is used which is targeted by a high beam of
argon and helium. The parameters used are following:

Table 5 Parameter for Si experiment
Voltage

Current (I)

Pressure B

D

02

Time

rate

(V)

(mA)

(mbar)

(mbar)

(mbar)

(min)

70 SCCM

400V

0.52 mA

2.8E-5

3.9E-9

4. IE-1mbar

15 min

Gas

flow

4.3.2

Treatment of Copper nanocluster

To obtain copper nanocluster, a similar procedure is followed. Ni is coated on the surface
of the substrate prior to the deposition to prevent charging. The parameters used are
following:

Table 6 Parameter for Cu experiment
Voltage

Current (I)

Pressure B

D

G2

Time

rate

(V)

(mA)

(mbar)

(mbar)

(mbar)

(min)

70 SCCM

400V

0.52 mA

2.8E-5

3.9E-9

4.1E-lmbar

15 min

Gas

flow

4.3.3

Treatment of cadmium sulphide nanocluster

To obtain the nanocluster of cadmium sulphide, the substrate is treated with nickel
coating to prevent charging and oxidization with silicon. Parameters used are following:
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Table 7 Parameter for CdS experiment
Voltage

Current (I)

Pressure B

D

G2

Time

rate

(V)

(mA)

(mbar)

(mbar)

(mbar)

(min)

70 SCCM

225V

0.56 mA

4.8E-9

2.4E-5

7.1E-9

15

Gas

flow

min
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CHAPTER 5

DATA ANALYSIS
5.1 Variation of parameters to optimize cluster size
To create a specific size range of nanocluster by atomic vapor condensation process,
parameters obtained from the basic growth rate equation (4.2) are optimized. In the
equation, the rate of growth of cluster by addition of one atom at a time is inversely
proportional to the drift velocity ‘vz’, which is given by equation (4.4). So by varying
factors like pressure, and mass flow rate of A r and He, we can observe change in cluster
growth.
5.1.1

Deposition pressures

The deposition pressure is found to have the most critical effect after Argon and helium
mass flow rate on the cluster production. Figure 9 illustrates the variation of pressure
with change in Ni cluster-size, keeping traveling length and mass flow rate constant.
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Ni cluster Size vs pressure for fixed mass flow rates and travelling length,
z = .10m
10000 T

1bO

o
J

j

%
o
Z

Ni cluster size i vs pressure
P for Massflow rate=l .9E4

1000

Ni cluster size i vs pressure
P for mass flow rate
=2.9E-4

100
10

-o—Ni cluster size i vs pressure
for mass flow rate= 4.9E-4
100

200

300

400

500

600

Pressure P, Pa
Figure 9 Nickel cluster size vs pressure for fixed flow rate and traveling length constant
at z =.01m and no =5.3E18.

Cu cluster size vs pressure for different mass flow rate and z = lm
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-Cu cluster size vs pressure
atmass flow rate 30SCCM
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for mass flow arte 50SCCM
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for mass flow rate 70SCCM
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1
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300

400

500
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Pressure P (Pa)

Figure 10 Copper cluster size vs pressure for fixed flow rate and traveling length constant
at 1.0m and no =5.3E18.
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Figure 11 illustrates the variation of pressure with change in Si cluster size keeping
traveling length and mass flow rate constant. The pressure is varied from Im bar to lE 5mbar (high vacuum), at mass flow rate of 70 standard cubic centimeters per cube and
aggregation length at Im

Silicon cluster size vs pressure for different mass flow rate, z?=lm
100000000
O
bO
0

1000000

e
1

10000

<4-1

100

o
o

Z

_____ iff ' - - ---------

: Si cluster size vs pressure
and m*=30SCCM for z
=lm
- Si cluster size vs pressure
for m* =50SCCM and
z=lm

1 ----------- 1---------- ---------- 1---------50

100

150

200

250

Si cluster size vs pressure
for m*=70SCCM and z
=lm

Pressure P (pa)

Figure 11 shows the variation of pressure with change in Si cluster size keeping traveling
length, z =1 m and vapor density at 5.3E18 for different mass flow rate.
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CdS cluster size vs pressure for différent mass flow rate and z = lm
100000000
CdS cluster size vs
pressure for m*
=30SCCM

1000000
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100

CdS cluster size vs
pressure for m*
=50SCCM

4
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1
0

100

200

300

f°^Srin^''=?70SCCM

Pressure P (Pa)

Figure 12 shows the variation of pressure with change in CdS cluster size keeping
traveling length, z =1 m and vapor density at 5.3E18 for different mass flow rate.

5.1.2

Aggregation distance variation

From the growth rate equation (4.2), it can be observed that larger the aggregation
distance from the front of the magnetron gun to the exit nozzle, larger the cluster size.
The total amount of collisions between cluster-cluster or cluster-vapor atom would be
proportional to the drift time. Figure 13 and 14, shows the variation of aggregation
distance or traveling length with change in copper and cadmium sulphide cluster sizes
respectively.
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Cu cluster size vs traveling length for vapor density = 5.3E18, m* =70SCCM
and P = lE-4mbar
100000000
1000000
Cu cluster size vs traveling
length no =5.3E18

10000
100

Traveling length z (m)

Figure 13 Cu cluster size vs traveling length for vapor density = 5.3E18, mass flow rate
=70 SCCM and pressure = lE-4m bar

CdS cluster size vs traveling length for different vapor density and P
=130Pa, m* =70SCCM

CdS cluster size vs
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Figure 14 CdS cluster size vs traveling length for vapor density = 5.3E18, mass flow rate
=70 SCCM and pressure = 130Pa
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5.1.3

Argon and Helium Mass flow rate

Mass flow rate works inversely with increase in cluster size. Figure 15 and Figure 16
show variation of mass flow rate with respect to the cluster size for fixed traveling length
and pressure. Higher the Ar gas rate, higher the sputter rates, causing more three-body
collision, creating more nucléation of smaller clusters. He is primarily responsible for the
cluster condensation process; it promotes nucléation of the cluster, causing cluster-size to
decrease with increase in He pressure

Ni cluster size vs mass flow rate for different length and P =130Pa
1.00E+02

cd
Ni cluster size vs mass flow
with Z=0.15m

M
0
K-)
a

Ni cluster size \s mass flow
with z=.12m

1.00E+01

1

Ni cluster size vs mass flow
rate forz =0.10m

o
o

%
1.00E+00
0.001

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.005

Mass flow rate(nf 3/s)

Figure 15 Nickel cluster size vs mass flow rate, keeping at fixed aggregation length.
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Si cluster size vs mass flow rate for different pressure and z =lm, no =5.3E18
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Si cluster size vs mass flow
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Si cluster size vs mass flow
rate for P =130Pa

Mass flow rate m* (nf'3/sec)
Figure 16 Silicon cluster size vs mass flow rate for different pressures and z =lm .

CdS cluster size vs mass flow rate for diSerent pressure and z =lm, no =5.3E18
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Figure 17 CdS cluster size vs mass flow rate for different pressures and z = lm and no
=5.3E18.
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Cu cluster size vs mass flow rate for different pressure and z =lm, no =5.3E18
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Figure 18 Copper cluster size vs mass flow rate, for different pressure and traveling
length at z =lm .

Silicon cluster size i (nm) vs mass flow rate m* (m3/s) at no =5.3E18, z = 0.10
m at different pressure values.
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Figure 19 Silicon cluster size vs mass flow rate for vapor density 5.3E18 and traveling
length z =0.10 and different pressures.
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5.2

Gaussian size distribution of cluster growth

To obtain the desired sized cluster, Gaussian probability distribution should be narrow,
which can be obtained with cr > (), but as small as possible. Theoretical calculations are
obtained assuming cr =1 from [1]. Figure 20 shows the probability distribution Vs the
distribution around the mean Ni cluster size obtained from the growth rate equation; at
each point in the growth rate equation curve we can obtain a Gaussian plot for the
specific cluster size with optimized parameters illustrated in Figure 21. Following up on
the optimization of clusters with variation in parameters, plots from Si, Cu, and CdS were
then experimentally and theoretically generated.

Cluster size vs probabilty distribution F(y) for different sigma

No of particles vs cluster
size for sigma =0.88
No of particle vs cluster
size for sigma =1

0

2

4

6

Cluster size i (nm)

Figure 20 Probability distribution F(Y) vs Nickel cluster size for /i =3.1nm and different
sigmas (standard deviation).
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Traveling lengtii z (m)

Figure 21 Cluster size vs traveling length for Ni from growth rate equation [1], with
Gaussian plot at cluster sizes with specific parameters.

5.2.1

Gaussian distribution of Si from theoretical equation and experiments

Gaussian distribution is obtained with peak cluster size /r= 45nm, cr =1, while x varies
from lOnm to 70nm with probability the following equation:

•exp

f(Y ) =

-(x - p)
2 .0

(2.7t)

(5.1)
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Si probability vs cluster size for different standard deviation

Si probability distribution
vs cluster size at sigma
=

0.88

Si probability distribution
vs cluster size at sigma =1

0.5 «

“50------------- 180

150

-A—Si probability vs cluster size
at sigma =1.2

Cluster size i (nm)

Figure 22 Theoretical Gaussian distribution of Si for p = 45 nm and different sigma.

SEM images of silicon nanocluster at different mass flow rate at 30, 50, and 70 SCCM
are shown below. Histogram obtained from the probability plot of no of particle vs
cluster size for each of the mass flow rates is also shown.
The Gaussian curve from the experimental data has wider distribution i.e, higher sigma
compared to theoretical plot shown in Figure 22. By choosing a specific cluster size and
from the theoretical parameters obtained we can maximize the number of particles to pass
through quadrupole mass filter.
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Figure 23 SEM images of Si nanocluster at 30SCCM and deposition pressure of 1.5E5mbar and z =lm .

Si cluster size vs no of particles at 30SCCM
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Figure 24 Histogram showing Si nanocluster at 30SCCM with peak cluster size at 60nm
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Figure 25 SEM image of Si nanocluster at 50SCCM, deposition pressure =E6E-5mbar
and z = lm
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Figure 26 Histogram showing Si nanocluster at 50SCCM with peak cluster size at 9.5nm.
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Figure 27 SEM image of silicon nanocluster; substrate coated with nickel, at parameters
conditions, P = 2.1E-5mbar and z = lm .
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Figure 28 Histogram showing the silicon nanocluster distribution centered at 45nm
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5.2.2

Gaussian distribution of Cu from theoretical and experimental calculation

Theoretical Gaussian distribution plot of copper clusters obtained from equation (5.1) in
Figure 34 and the Figure 30, 32, and 35 obtained experimentally from mass flow rates 30,
50 and 70 SCCM, clearly show that the distribution is narrow, as desired and optimized
by parameter variation.
SEM images of Cu nanocluster at different mass flow rate, the substrate is treated with
nickel, as can be observed in Figure 29, has started oxidizing, since the deposition time
for all the clusters were 15 min, which is considerably high for copper.

UNLV

SEI

S.O kV

X27.ÜOO

Ijcmi

W O S.O m m

Figure 29 SEM image of Cu nanocluster at experimental conditions of m* =30SCCM,
deposition pressure = 1.0E-5mbar.
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Cu cluster size vs no of particle at 30 SCCM
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Figure 30 Histogram showing the cluster distribution of Cu nanocluster at mass flow rate
=30SCCM with peak cluster size centered on 20nm.
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Figure 31 SEM image of Cu nanocluster at mass flow rate= 50 SCCM and experimental
condition of m* =50SCCM, deposition pressure, P =1.7E-5mbar.
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Figure 32 Histogram of Copper cluster distribution at 50 SCCM, with peak cluster size
centered on 16nm.
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Figure 33 SEM images of Cu nanocluster at 70SCCM with experimental condition of p
2.8mbar.
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Cu probability vs cluster size for different standard deviation
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Figure 34 Theoretical Gaussian distribution of Cu for yu = 12 nm and sigma = 1
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Figure 35 Histogram showing the cluster distribution of Cu nanocluster with peak value
centered on 12nm.
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5.2.3

Gaussian distribution of CdS from theoretical and experimental calculation

Similar to previous conditions of silicon and copper, the substrate for cadmium sulphide
is coated with nickel and put in the chamber for 15 min. The Gaussian distribution
obtained from equation (5.1) and parameters is also varied in accordance to previous
conditions. The experimental plot shown in Figure 38 is not as desired. One reason for
that is, since CdS is a compound semiconductor, when a beam of Ar'*' ion at lOOKeV
strikes the surface of a Si, CdS target, larger size molecules is expelled out from the
surface, giving larger sized cluster as shown in the experimental result.

CdS probability Vs cluster size for different standard deviation
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Figure 36 Theoretical Gaussian distribution of CdS for /r = 100 nm and sigma = 1
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J

I

Figure 37 SEM image of cadmium sulphide nanocluster; substrate coated with nickel, at
parameters conditions given by table [7].
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Figure 38 Plot of number of CdS clusters vs cluster size obtained from experimental data.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATONS
From the theoretical data obtained, we can conclude that the cluster size can be best
optimized if the critical parameters like argon and helium flow rate are varied effectively.
Other parameters (for instance, traveling length, deposition pressure) are secondary to the
flow rate, but utilized properly, can help obtain a narrower cluster size as observed from
extrapolation of (z, m*, no, p) with silicon, copper and cadmium sulphide.
Experimentally, we can observe that the clusters of a metal like copper have narrow size
compared to compound semiconductor and nonmetal silicon. For similar parameters, the
cluster size of copper was much smaller then the CdS and Si. One reason for that, apart
from different configuration, is the binding energy of both silicon [17] Si and cadmium
sulphide [19] is relatively low, and, as explained before, when a beam of Ar"*" ion at
lOOKeV strikes the surface of a Si or CdS target, larger size atoms are expelled from the
surface, giving larger sized cluster as shown in the experimental result. In the case of
copper, due to high binding energy [18] of a metal, the beam could only remove smaller
sized cluster, and hence at similar condition the cluster size is small. Also, since CdS is a
compound semiconductor, we observe a wide array of cluster size in case of CdS.
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Table 8 Binding energy of Si, Cu and CdS in different electronic orbitals
Is

2s

2p l/2

2p 3/2

Si

1839

149.7

9& 82

9& 42

Cu

8979

1096.7+

952.3+

932.7

CdS

33meV

Element/

3s

3pl/2

3p3/2

122.5+

77.3+

77.3+

compound

Table 9 Theoretical and experimental results of cluster size for Si, and Cu.
30SCCM

50SCCM

70SCCM

Silicon
Theoretical

60.5nm

47nm

42nm

Silicon
Experimental

60nm

9.5nm

40nm

Copper
Theoretical

26nm

20.4nm

11.8nm

Copper
Experimental

20nm

16nm

llnm

Results from Table 9 clearly show the close association in theoretical and experimental
values of cluster sizes obtained from varying argon flow rate. Copper cluster size can
approximately controlled using flow rate where as, for silicon clusters slight discrepancy
is seen at 50SCCM.
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With ever so increasing miniaturization of devices, metal and semiconductor clusters
promises to substitute traditional material in the micrometer regime. Future work that can
be done to better understand the cluster formation and cluster size-control is by variation
of multiple parameters, since we observed that variation of one parameter alone could not
provide uniform cluster distribution.
Also, new advancement in developing uniform cluster size is computer graphic
simulation of various cluster lattice structures [25] and how they nucleate to form cluster.
No proper methodology or equation till date has completely justified the cluster growth,
since even [1] approximation is valid for only smaller distances. As distance increases the
effect of the factors cannot be justified [13].
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